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Foote's comprehensive history of the Civil War includes three compelling volumes: Fort Sumter to
Perryville, Fredericksburg to Meridian, and Red River to Appomattox. Collected together in a
handsome boxed set, this is the perfect gift for any Civil War buff. Fort Sumter to Perryville "Here,
for a certainty, is one of the great historical narratives of our century, a unique and brilliant
achievement, one that must be firmly placed in the ranks of the masters." â€”Van Allen Bradley,
Chicago Daily News "Anyone who wants to relive the Civil War, as thousands of Americans
apparently do, will go through this volume with pleasure.... Years from now, Foote's monumental
narrative most likely will continue to be read and remembered as a classic of its kind." â€”New York
Herald Tribune Book Review Fredericksburg to Meridian "This, then, is narrative historyâ€”a kind of
history that goes back to an older literary tradition.... The writing is superb...one of the historical and
literary achievements of our time." â€”The Washington Post Book World "Gettysburg...is described
with such meticulous attention to action, terrain, time, and the characters of the various
commanders that I understand, at last, what happened in that battle.... Mr. Foote has an acute
sense of the relative importance of events and a novelist's skill in directing the reader's attention to
the men and the episodes that will influence the course of the whole war, without omitting items
which are of momentary interest. His organization of facts could hardly be bettered." â€”Atlantic Red
River to Appomattox "An unparalleled achievement, an American Iliad, a unique work uniting the
scholarship of the historian and the high readability of the first-class novelist." â€”Walker Percy "I
have never read a better, more vivid, more understandable account of the savage battling between
Grant's and Lee's armies.... Foote stays with the human strife and suffering, and unlike most
Southern commentators, he does not take sides. In objectivity, in range, in mastery of detail in
beauty of language and feeling for the people involved, this work surpasses anything else on the
subject.... It stands alongside the work of the best of them." â€”New Republic
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I became a "fan" of the Civil War, to the extent any person can become a fan of a war, after
watching Ken Burns' excellent series on PBS. I then set out to learn more about the war, and read,
over the course of a couple of years, the three volume masterpiece of Shelby Foote. I can state
without reservation it was one of the most enriching reading experiences of my life.In Foote's
talented hands, the characters of the conflict, North and South, come alive. He doesn't ignore the
war out west, and treats battles such as Vicksburg, Shiloh, New Orleans and countless others with
precision and attention.He has somewhat of a Southerner's slant, but he is not so opinionated as to
ignore gallantry by the North, and he rightfully rips Confederates when it is called for. Lincoln comes
off much more sympathetically then Jeff Davis in my opinion, and he recounts various blunders by
Confederate generals including Ewell's failure to act at Gettysburg, the disappearance of JEB Stuart
when Lee needed him most, Joe Johnston's hesitancy and Hood's uncontrolled aggression in
Georgia, etc.Some reviewers here at criticized his lack of footnotes and a few missed details (ie
who got in the last word in a series of letters between Grant and Lee, etc.) Come on, anyone
reviewing the bibliography knows that Foote has done his research, I would expect anyone writing a
2800 page chronicle of a 4 year war to get a fact wrong here and there. 135 years after the war,
details still pop up in archives and newly discovered letters which make people question prior
assumptions. This is no historical novel as some have suggested - he doesn't invent dialogue and
guess about the personal lives of characters like the Shaara books - this is history.
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